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Seeing this scene, everyone’s mind is blank.
Isn’t the relationship between the head and the saint aunt very good? How did they
fight?
Swish!
Seeing everyone in Lihuomen, Prince Aotian and Liu Ruxue, their hearts were shocked,
and their eyes became complicated.
“Quick!”
Soon, Prince Aotian reacted first, shouting at the dozen or so hall masters, “Come here,
help me kill her.” With his current strength, he competed with Liu Ruxue for divine
power, There is no way to gain the upper hand, only the people below can help.
After all, the current body still looks like Ren Pingsheng.
This….
after hearing the order, those hall masters were stunned again. They first looked at
Prince Aotian, and then at Liu Ruxue, each of them only felt that their minds were
completely messed up.
The head of the sect is crazy, he actually wants us to kill the saint…
“Lihuo clan, listen.”
Seeing that everyone was stunned, there was no intention to do anything, Prince Aotian
was very angry and roared: “Liu Ruxue commits a crime and betrays Lihuo Sect. The
crime cannot be forgiven. Now, as the head of the Sect, I order you to kill her
immediately.”
What? Saint Aunt betrayed Lihuomen?
Hearing these words, the hall master present, and the disciples of Lihuo Sect, all looked
at Liu Ruxue closely, and they were greatly shocked.
Saint Aunt was so loyal to Lihuomen, how could she suddenly betray her?
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But…. she is now fighting against the headmaster, and everyone has seen it with their
own eyes…
despicable…
Seeing that everyone wanted to listen to Prince Aotian’s words, Liu Ruxue was anxious
and angry, and while continuing to fight for divine power with Prince Aotian, he shouted
at the surrounding: “Don’t believe him.”
“He is not at all . Sect Master, the real Sect Master has died, and his body has been
taken away by this evil existence.”
“He is the Sect Master on the outside, but the soul inside is someone else…”
When he shouted this , Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face was full of grief and anger.
She was very sad that the senior brother in charge was taken away, and at this time,
Prince Aotian took advantage of this status to direct the people of Lihuomen to kill him.
No one can bear this.
Wow…
the people in the Lihuo Sect who were present had doubts about Prince Aotian’s orders,
but when they heard Liu Ruxue’s words, they were completely stunned.
The boss is dead? The body was also taken away?
This….how the more I hear it, the more confused it becomes.
This kind of thing, only exists in some rumors on the rivers and lakes, and for hundreds
of years, no one has ever seen it with their own eyes. Is the saint lying deliberately, or is
it true.
For a time, whether it was the dozen or so hall masters, or the surrounding Lihuo Sect
disciples, they all felt their minds were in a mess.
The situation is getting more and more chaotic.
The head said that the sage had betrayed the Lihuo Sect, but the sage said that the
head had been taken away.
Who really said it?
“You believe me…”

Seeing everyone’s hesitant expressions, Liu Ruxue was so anxious that she continued
to shout: “What I said is the truth. The soul in the head of the sect is Prince Aotian, from
the realm of the gods.”
In the Lagerstroemia Continent, practitioners refer to the realm of the gods as the realm
of the gods.
Spirit world?
Hearing this, the doubts on everyone’s faces deepened.
This is getting more and more outrageous, isn’t it from the gods? The gods who are
high above, will take a fancy to the body of the head?
Uh….
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng, who was hiding behind the stone, felt extremely
complicated.
This is interesting, these people from Lihuomen must be very confused…
“This…”
Finally, one of the hall masters calmed down, first looked at Prince Aotian, then looked
at Looking at Liu Ruxue, he cautiously said, “Sect Master, Saint Aunt, is there any
misunderstanding between you?”
“Even if there is a misunderstanding, you can’t kill each other.” As the words
fell, the other sect masters also opened their mouths to persuade.
“Yeah, Sect Master, please stop.”
“The saint also calm down.”
“We have finally occupied the mysterious realm of the sky, and we can’t fight infighting.”
The
dozen or so hall masters, you said to me, and persuaded them earnestly. I think that the
head and saint in front of me must be in conflict, so they say that one is outrageous.
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Hearing everyone’s consolation, Liu Ruxue’s beautiful face suddenly became extremely
complicated, and she couldn’t help crying and laughing in her heart.

Why don’t these people believe it?
But if you think about it carefully, it’s no wonder that this kind of thing is too illusory. If
you change to yourself, I am afraid that you will not easily believe it.
Mad!
Prince Aotian, however, was extremely annoyed and angrily shouted at everyone,
“Don’t you understand what I said? Liu Ruxue betrayed Lihuomen, and now I order you
to kill him immediately.”
“Who dares Kang Ming? , and deal with it according to the rules.” In the
last sentence, Prince Aotian’s tone was so strong that there was no doubt about it.
Phew…
Feeling the anger of Prince Aotian, for a while, both the hall masters and the
surrounding Lihuo Sect disciples were shocked, and then slowly walked towards Liu
Ruxue.
Although the situation in front of them made everyone puzzled, but the Sect Master said
so, they could only execute it.
Seeing the crowd approaching, Liu Ruxue was in a hurry.
Oops…
At the same time, Yue Feng was also secretly anxious. If Liu Ruxue was killed, he
would not escape death. After all, with the personality of Prince Aotian, he would
definitely not forgive himself easily.
If Liu Ruxue had the advantage, he would still have a chance.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng quickly rushed out from behind the stone and shouted, “Hold
on…”
Swish!
Hearing the call, more than a dozen hall masters, as well as the disciples of Lihuo Sect,
stopped one after another, and their eyes converged towards Yue Feng, all of them
stunned.
Is it Yue Feng?
Didn’t the Sect Master design to trap him in a secret realm before? Did not die?

Feeling the complicated gazes of everyone, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said
loudly: “Everyone, Liu Ruxue is right, your head has long since died, and what is in front
of you now is just his body. The soul inside. , is not Ren Pingsheng at all, but the Aotian
prince in the realm of the gods.”
“Because their identity was exposed and Liu Ruxue found out, the two will fight to the
death. If you listen to him and kill Liu Ruxue, but You really made a big mistake.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked solemn and sincere.
This….
Hearing these words, everyone looked at each other and fell into deep thought again.
For a time, Prince Aotian’s face was also extremely ugly, Ma De, he could use these
people to get rid of Liu Ruxue, but at a critical moment, Yue Feng came out to disrupt
the situation.
But in anger, Prince Aotian turned his eyes and soon had an idea.
“Haha…” The
next second, Prince Aotian sneered and looked at Yue Feng slyly: “Yue Feng…you
want to prove Liu Ruxue, right?”
Looking at his expression, Yue Feng did not respond. , but frowned.
Under such circumstances, in front of so many Lihuo Sect disciples, was it a bit
inappropriate to stand up and speak for Liu Ruxue?
“Don’t dare to speak?”
Seeing that Yue Feng didn’t answer, Prince Aotian raised his mouth and looked very
proud: “Yue Feng, if you run away while we are fighting for strength, it’s fine, but if you
don’t leave, you take the initiative to die. , then don’t blame me.”
As he said that, Prince Aotian looked around and said loudly to the surrounding
Lihuomen: “Everyone has seen that Liu Ruxue and Yue Feng secretly colluded and
betrayed Lihuomen, so I will clear the door. “
And now, Yue Feng is openly speaking for her again, the evidence is conclusive, what
are you still doing?”
At this time, Prince Aotian’s eyes were full of gloom.

Yue Feng, Yue Feng, you thought that by helping Liu Ruxue prove that you would be
able to control the situation, it’s a pity that you are just shooting yourself in the foot by
doing so.
Wow….
The voice fell, the audience was in an uproar, and the eyes of all Lihuo Sect members
couldn’t hide their anger. “Sure enough, it
was the saint who betrayed…”
“I knew that any body grabs were all fake…”
“The situation is finally clear.”
, his eyes locked Yue Feng tightly.
Previously, because of the Qimen exercises in the Tianji Palace, Ren Pingsheng
designed to deal with Yue Feng, but was humiliated by Yue Feng several times, which
made the whole Lihuomen regard it as a great humiliation.
It can be said that Lihuomen and Yue Feng are already on fire.
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And in this case, Yue Feng came out to speak for Liu Ruxue, which is enough to prove
that the two colluded secretly.
Shit…
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was embarrassed and wanted to cry without tears.
This Prince Aotian is really insidious, just when he realized that something was wrong,
he caught the handle in time.
At the same time, Liu Ruxue stomped her feet in a hurry, and glared at Yue Feng at the
same time.
This Yue Feng is really not enough to succeed, but more than enough to fail.
Originally, people from Lihuomen didn’t believe that I would betray me. Now, when Yue
Feng came out to help, he was really speechless.
“Okay, you Yue Feng.”

Soon, a hall master reacted and shouted at Yue Feng: “I almost fell for you, let’s go
together and kill him.” The voice fell, and the inner strength of the whole body exploded,
directly Towards Yue Feng.
Wow…
At the same time, the surrounding Lihuo Sect people also gathered around one after
another.
Nima..
Seeing this, Yue Feng wanted to cry but had no tears. At that time, he cursed inwardly,
turned around and ran away.
All the divine power in Yue Feng’s body was transferred to Liu Ruxue. At this time,
facing the siege of Lihuo Sect people, there was no way to resist, only to escape.
However, Yue Feng did not run away blindly. He saw a rock not far behind him. He
rushed in without any hesitation at that time.
“Yue Feng, go to hell.”
As soon as he rushed into the rubble, a Lihuo Sect disciple came behind him, shouted
angrily, and slashed towards Yue Feng’s back with a long knife in his hand.
This knife was fast and ruthless, Yue Feng only felt that his heart was in his throat, and
at the same time tried to calm himself.
“Oops!”
After a loud cry, Yue Feng tried desperately to dodge to the side, narrowly avoiding a
knife, and at the same time pushed a large rock around him two feet to the left.
At this moment, two more Lihuo Sect disciples rushed over and slashed at Yue Feng
with their long knives.
Yue Feng squeaked again, dodging back in a panic, and at the same time pushed a
stone in front of him to the right.
Not bad.. At this time, Yue Feng is deploying the formation.
He has no divine power in his body, and is not the opponent of these Lihuo Sect
disciples at all, but Yue Feng has experienced strong winds and waves, and at this time
he is surrounded by heavy siege, but he is not panic at all.

As long as the formation is well deployed, it will be difficult for these Lihuo Sect disciples
to catch themselves.
As for Liu Ruxue, at this time she is still competing with Prince Aotian for divine power,
so there will be no danger for the time being.
“Catch him.”
At this time, more disciples of Lihuo Sect rushed into the rocks and chased and blocked
Yue Feng. They saw that Yue Feng hid in the east and hid in the west, and he was
sweating profusely. Embarrassed.
However, every time Yue Feng dodged the enemy’s attack, he would secretly move the
stones around him.
In the eyes of everyone in Lihuo Sect, Yue Feng didn’t have the slightest strength at this
time, just like meat on a chopping board, let it be slaughtered without paying attention to
his small movements.
Haha…
Seeing Yue Feng’s embarrassed appearance, Prince Aotian smiled evilly, and sneered
at Liu Ruxue in front of him: “The situation is getting clearer and clearer, I advise you to
give up.”
“As long as you are willing to dedicate the divine power in your body and serve me
wholeheartedly in the future, I can keep you alive and continue to make you the saint of
Lihuomen.”
When he said this, Prince Aotian While continuing to compete with Liu Ruxue for divine
power, she admired her charming curves up close.
Seriously, it’s a pity that such a beautiful woman really wants to lose her fragrance.
At this time, in the heart of Prince Aotian, he believed that Yue Feng would definitely
die. When the people from Lihuomen killed Yue Feng, he turned around to help him
deal with Liu Ruxue, who would definitely lose…
huh…
Prince Aotian Liu Ruxue’s eyes made Liu Ruxue feel uncomfortable, and a burst of
anger burst out in her heart. At that time, she bit her lip and
said coldly, “You killed my senior brother, I will never let you go.” Continue to mobilize
the power.

Mad!
Hearing this answer, Prince Aotian’s face became gloomy, and then he shouted at the
Lihuo Sect: “What are you all dawdling at, kill Yue Feng quickly.”
First deal with Yue Feng, and then deal with this woman properly.
“Yes, Sect Master.”
Upon hearing the order, more than a dozen hall masters and hundreds of Lihuo Sect
disciples responded in unison, swarming towards Yue Feng like a tide.
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Everyone believes in their hearts that Yue Feng is doomed today.
However, in the next scene, everyone was completely dumbfounded. This Yue Feng
was clearly not far ahead, but no matter how much everyone cooperated, they could
never catch him.
This….
Seeing this scene, Liu Ruxue’s delicate body trembled, and her eyes were fixed on Yue
Feng, full of complexity.
How much power does this man have yet to show?
She could clearly see that the hundreds of Lihuo Sect disciples and several hall
masters, like headless flies, were being played around by Yue Feng, although they were
very close, but they couldn’t meet them.
Looking at the chaotic rock again, after being moved by Yue Feng, it looked like a mess,
but after a closer look, I felt that there was a hidden mystery.
Surprised, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help thinking secretly, is this a formation? However, just
now, Yue Feng had been running for his life in embarrassment, how could he have the
time to deploy the formation?
mad.
At the same time, Prince Aotian was shocked when he saw so many people trapped
inside, and then his face became gloomy.
This Yue Feng is really cunning, he has no divine power at all, yet he can still deploy a
formation.

At this time, Prince Aotian could see at a glance that Yue Feng had deployed a fiveelement formation among the chaotic rocks. The five-element formation was a medium
formation. After all, Prince Aotian was not a mortal and could easily be broken open.
It’s just that he is still fighting with Liu Ruxue for divine power, and he has no time to
clone.
“What a bunch
of idiots.” In his rage, Prince Aotian couldn’t help but yell, and then shouted at a few
Lihuo Sect disciples outside Lianshi: “Forget about Yue Feng, come and kill me. Liu
Ruxue.”
To be honest, Prince Aotian wanted to kill Yue Feng immediately, but he also knew in
his heart that if anyone from outside rushed in, he would still be trapped in the Five
Elements Formation. In this case, he could only turn around and deal with Liu Ru. It’s
snowing.
Hula… After
receiving the order, several Lihuo Sect disciples hurried over.
However, the aura surrounding Prince Aotian and Liu Ruxue was too strong, and before
the few disciples approached, they felt extremely uncomfortable, and they were almost
out of breath.
“Master…”
One of the disciples, with a bitter face, said to Prince Aotian: “This power is too strong,
we can’t get close.”
When he spoke, his eyes couldn’t hide the fear.
He clearly sensed that the strength of ‘Ren Pingsheng’ and Li Ruxue in front of him was
more than ten times stronger than before.
Phew….
Hearing this, Prince Aotian took a deep breath, and then said angrily: “What a waste,
you have to ask me about this trivial matter, you guys, concentrate your inner strength
on one person, and then Hit Liu Ruxue’s head hard and you can kill her.”
The Tianling Cave on the top of the human head is the most vulnerable place, even if
Liu Ruxue gets Yue Feng’s divine power, if the Tianling Cave is shattered, Also
immortal.

“Yes, Sect Master.”
After receiving the instruction, several Lihuo Sect disciples responded in unison, and
then they all exerted their internal strength, instilling all of them into one person.
After gaining the internal strength of a few companions, the disciple suddenly felt that
the pressure was not so strong, and quickly walked towards Liu Ruxue.
“Saint.”
When he was about to approach, the disciple looked at Liu Ruxue complicatedly, and
said word by word, “Speaking of which, I have always respected you, but you betrayed
Lihuo Sect and colluded with Yue Feng, then you can’t blame me.”
hum!
When the last word fell, the disciple’s right palm suddenly lifted, all the energy in the
body gathered in the palm, and slapped towards Liu Ruxue’s head fiercely.
It’s over…
At this moment, Liu Ruxue bit her lip tightly, her eyes full of despair.
Speaking of which, the speed of this palm is not fast, she can dodge it completely, but
her hands are always against Prince Aotian, competing for divine power. If she
suddenly withdraws her palm, she will be attacked by divine power in her body, and she
will end up dead.
But if you don’t hide, you will be smashed to pieces by this disciple.
Nima!
At the same time, seeing the situation here, Yue Feng in the formation also changed his
face.
Prince Aotian’s move is really poisonous, if Liu Ruxue is smashed to pieces by the
Heavenly Spirit Cave, if he dies, his soul will also be wiped out…
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At this time, in despair, Liu Ruxue slowly closed her eyes.
“Liu Ruxue!”
At this moment, I heard Yue Feng’s shouting: “Put the divine power in your body into
your ‘Shen Ting’ and ‘Baihui’ acupoints, and then hit hard, hurry up.

” When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was full of urgency, and he wanted to fly over
immediately to replace Liu Ruxue.
The method that Yue Feng said could simultaneously repel the Aotian prince and the
disciple who was raiding. However, Liu Ruxue will also be hurt.
However, compared to the shattering of the Tianling Cave and the disintegration of the
soul, these counter-injuries are nothing, at least their lives are saved.
Huh….
Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Liu Ruxue didn’t hesitate at the time, and immediately
followed Yue Feng’s instructions to integrate the divine power in her body into the two
acupoints of Shenting and Baihui, and then punched it out through her palms.
Om…
In an instant, a terrifying force erupted. At that time, Prince Aotian didn’t have time to
react at all. With a grunt, he was directly knocked back ten steps.
At the same time, the raiding disciple also flew out. Not only that, but even the
surrounding disciples were stunned.
Pfft…
Flying dozens of meters away, the disciple fell heavily to the ground. He didn’t have
time to scream, and he just lost his breath.
However, Liu Ruxue was not much better. After shaking Prince Aotian and the disciple
back, her beautiful face also turned pale, her delicate body trembled, and then a
mouthful of blood spurted out.
But fortunately, although he received some back injuries, he did not worry about his life.
“Yue Feng…”
At this moment, Prince Aotian stabilized his figure, his eyes were blood red, staring at
Yue Feng and roaring: “Do you think you can protect yourself by deploying a fiveelement array? If I kill you, no one can stop you.
” When he said this, Prince Aotian was filled with powerful killing intent.
Almost, almost killed this Liu Ruxue, but at the critical moment, it was destroyed by Yue
Feng again.
The last word fell, and Prince Aotian slowly walked towards the rocks.

“Pfft…”
But before taking a few steps, he saw Prince Aotian’s body trembling, a mouthful of
blood spurted out, and the whole person also fell to the ground, indescribably sluggish
and weak.
That’s right, just now Liu Ruxue forcibly used his divine power to shake Prince Aotian
back, and at the same time he was severely injured.
Haha…
Seeing this, Yue Feng showed a smile and slowly walked out of the rock formation.
At this moment, the surroundings were silent.
Half of the Lihuo Sect members were trapped in the Five Elements formation deployed
by Yue Feng, and a dozen others were just stunned by Liu Ruxue.
The rest stood there, at a loss, looking at Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue with unspeakable
fears.
This Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue could trap so many people with just a few stones, but the
saint Liu Ruxue suddenly became so powerful that even the Sect Master was no match.
Under such circumstances, who would dare to provoke easily?
Soon, Yue Feng came to Liu Ruxue and asked, “Are you all right?”
“You don’t need to worry about it.” Liu Ruxue bit her lip tightly, and said angrily, her
eyes full of hostility. In her heart, it was abominable that Prince Aotian killed his senior
brother, and this Yue Feng took away his innocence, which was equally abominable.
Uh….
Feeling Liu Ruxue’s hostility, Yue Feng was very embarrassed, but he still said in a low
voice, “Let’s go quickly while these disciples around here haven’t recovered.
” Hundreds of disciples, if these disciples swarmed up, he and Liu Ruxue would be
completely finished.
You must know that at this time Liu Ruxue is also at the end of the battle, and has no
strength to fight again.
“I’m not leaving!”
However, Liu Ruxue had a determined look on her face, staring fiercely at Prince Aotian
not far away: “He killed my senior brother, I must kill him.”

This woman was crazy.
Seeing her appearance, Yue Feng was very depressed, but he lowered his voice and
said seriously: “Liu Ruxue, I know that you are eager for revenge, but don’t forget that
he is the royal family of the Divine Realm. With your current strength, you can’t kill him
at all. He, even if you stab him to death with a sword, it will only destroy your brother’s
body.”
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“The most important thing now is to temporarily save his life, avoid its edge, and then
make plans.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was full of complexity. In his heart, he really didn’t
want to let Prince Aotian go like this. After all, this Prince Aotian was cunning and
despicable, letting him control Lihuo Sect, the consequences would be unimaginable.
But there is no way. At this time, Yue Feng has no divine power, and he is powerless to
deal with Prince Aotian.
Huh….
Hearing this persuasion, Liu Ruxue bit her lip tightly and was very entangled in her
heart: “In this case, I can’t leave even more.” Feng’s departure, wouldn’t it make the
accusation of betrayal more solid?
“But what’s the use of you staying? When the next life is gone, what is revenge?” Yue
Feng said speechlessly.
This….
Liu Ruxue pondered for a while, looked at the situation in front of her, and there were
hundreds of Lihuo Sect disciples staring around, but they were temporarily deterred by
their own strength. Once they calmed down, If you swarmed up, how could you and Yue
Feng stop him?
Realizing this, Liu Ruxue stopped arguing, but said worriedly, “But… can we go?”
The entire Heavenly Mysterious Realm has been controlled by Lihuomen, and there are
many elite disciples guarding the entrance. You and Yue Feng, one was injured and the
other had no strength, how could they leave unharmed?
Hehe….

Seeing her worried face, Yue Feng smiled and comforted: “Don’t panic, just follow my
arrangements later.”
At this time, Liu Ruxue had no idea in her heart, seeing Yue Feng With a confident face,
he nodded.
Mad!
At this moment, Prince Aotian, who was slumped not far away, saw the two muttering,
as if they were discussing something, without hesitation, he shouted at the surrounding
Lihuo Sect disciples: “All of you. What are you doing? Kill this pair of dogs and men.”
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Yue Feng didn’t have the slightest strength, and this Liu Ruxue’s body’s divine power
was almost exhausted. As long as these disciples cooperated tacitly, killing the two of
them would be easy.
Dog men and women?
Hearing the title of Prince Aotian, Yue Feng couldn’t help frowning secretly.
Liu Ruxue, who was next to her, blushed even more, and she couldn’t tell the shame
and anger in her heart.
Just in shame and anger, Liu Ruxue didn’t say anything to refute.
After all, it was an indisputable fact that Yue Feng had taken away his innocence in the
Immortal Destruction Formation.
Huh….
After receiving the order, the surrounding disciples reacted one after another, and then
slowly gathered towards Yue Feng and the two of them, but each of them could not hide
the fear on their faces.
Just now, Liu Ruxue shook the head back with one palm, and killed a disciple at the
same time. The strength is really rare, so under the shock of the heart, who dares to
come up and die?
Trash, what a bunch of trash.
Seeing that the disciples were all timid and timid, Prince Aotian was so angry that he
shouted angrily: “What are you afraid of? Liu Ruxue is already injured, hurry up.”
At this time, Prince Aotian was angry again and again is impatient.

If it wasn’t for the heavy blow from Liu Ruxue just now, Prince Aotian wouldn’t need the
help of the surrounding disciples at all. What made him annoyed was that these
disciples were more greedy for life and fear of death than the other. Even though Liu
Ruxue had no strength to fight again, they never dared to take action.
call….
Hearing the anger, many disciples took a deep breath and felt a little more confident in
their hearts. They drew out their long swords and charged directly at Liu Ruxue.
Seeing this situation, Liu Ruxue’s delicate body trembled, and her beautiful face could
not hide her nervousness, because Prince Aotian guessed right. After the punch just
now, Liu Ruxue was also injured. There is no power to fight at all.
Whoosh…
But at this moment, Yue Feng took a step forward and blocked Liu Ruxue behind him.
The next second, Yue Feng looked around and said coldly to the disciples: “If you want
to die, just come up, I am sure that so many people will be trapped in the rubble, and I
am sure to send all of you to the place. hell.”
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“If you don’t believe it, you can try it.”
Yue Feng’s words were loud, and a powerful aura emerged from his body.
Yes, Yue Feng is gambling.
The disciples of the Lihuo Sect in front of them did not dare to come and do anything in
their hearts, but they had to bite the bullet under the pressure of Prince Aotian. As long
as they were a little frightened, even if they had the courage, they would not dare to
rush up.
Gudong…
For a moment, feeling the momentum of Yue Feng, hundreds of Lihuo Sect disciples
looked at each other, their faces could not hide the fear, and many people swallowed
their saliva secretly.
They could all feel that Yue Feng didn’t have the slightest aura fluctuation in front of
him, but… just now, he passed through the rocks and trapped hundreds of fellow
students, and everyone could see it clearly.

At this time, in the hearts of these Lihuo Sect disciples, Yue Feng, who was in front of
him, seemed to have no strength at all, but there were endless means. Who knows
what method he will use to deal with everyone in a hurry.
With this kind of heart in their hearts, none of these Lihuo Sect disciples dared to take a
step forward.
Haha…
Seeing the fear on their faces, Yue Feng pretended to be cold on the surface, but he
was overjoyed.
This group of Lihuo Sect disciples, each with less courage, scared them with just a few
words.
At the same time, Liu Ruxue
, who was standing behind her, bit her lip, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, full of complexity.
With just a few words, the audience was stunned.
In the whole arena, there are very few people who have this kind of courage.
It’s just… Did he really hide some means to deal with the disciples of Lihuo Sect?
Thinking to herself, Liu Ruxue really wanted to ask Yue Feng, but seeing the urgent
situation, she finally held back.
“You know each other.”
At this time, Yue Feng said coldly to everyone, then turned to Liu Ruxue and said, “Let’s
go.” The last word fell, Yue Feng took Liu Ruxue’s hand, Step into the distance.
To be honest, at this moment, Yue Feng’s heart jumped to his throat.
After all, he didn’t have the slightest strength, and Liu Ruxue was injured again. Those
Lihuo Sect disciples really wanted to catch up, but they couldn’t stop him.
However, Yue Feng’s aura completely stunned these Lihuo Sect disciples. At this time,
seeing the two of them leave, these disciples all looked complicated, but none of them
dared to go forward to pursue them.
Swish!

Seeing Yue Feng and the two walking away, and none of these disciples dared to step
forward to stop them, Prince Aotian’s whole face turned black, he almost fainted from
anger, and scolded loudly: “A bunch of rice buckets, hurry up… ..stop them.”
Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue obviously didn’t have the strength to fight, but these people
watched them leave, it was too useless.
However, when they heard Prince Aotian’s angry shouts, none of the Lihuo Sect
disciples had any intention of leaving.
The next second of “Sect Master”
, a disciple with a bitter face said to Prince Aotian: “This Yue Feng is too evil, who
knows what he has left behind, we… we dare not chase… .” The
voice fell, and the other disciples nodded in agreement.
“Yeah, we don’t want to die…”
“Master, don’t let us take risks…”
The words of the disciples, you and I came, and Prince Aotian was about to explode
with anger, and his eyes were black for a while, and he almost fainted with anger.
……..
At this moment, the other side.
Yue Feng dragged Liu Ruxue all the way in a hurry. After walking for a few minutes, he
saw that no one was chasing him, so he gradually slowed down.
“You…”
At this time, Liu Ruxue bit her lip lightly: “Can you let me go now?”
Uh…
Yue Feng was stunned for a while, only then did he realize that he had been holding on
to Liu Ru. Xue’s hand immediately smiled and let go: “Okay, we’re safe for now.”
Liu Ruxue turned her head away, not looking at him, and said lightly, “What should I do
next?” Her son was killed, and she couldn’t calm down in her heart.
However, after fighting with Prince Aotian several times just now, Liu Ruxue also knew
how powerful the opponent was.

Yue Feng thought for a while, and said slowly: “If we want to deal with Prince Aotian, we
must unite, but I don’t have any divine power at all, and I need time to recover.” After
speaking, Yue Feng thought of something: “By the way. , you captured the heads of the
three major sects before, where are you now?”
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had been thinking about how to deal with Prince Aotian before, and almost forgot about
the palace masters, who were still under the control of Lihuomen.
If they were not rescued, the consequences would be unimaginable.
This….
Hearing the question, Liu Ruxue frowned, thinking secretly, and said embarrassingly
after a few seconds: “I… After I was controlled by the Aotian Prince, I have done it for
the past few days. What, I can’t remember at all.”
This is trouble.
Hearing the answer, Yue Feng took a deep breath and secretly became anxious.
With the personality of the Aotian prince, the palace masters and these people will fall
into his hands.
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help but ask: “Why does Prince Aotian forcefully
occupy the mysterious realm of the sky and capture the people of the three major sects
alive?” Although she had experienced all these things, because of being Control, all
forgotten.
However, Yue Feng and Prince Aotian knew each other well and knew his purpose for
sure.
Yue Feng thought for a while and said, “He took away your brother’s body, and he
needs to integrate and cultivate at the first time. The spiritual energy in the mysterious
realm is full, which is of great help to his recovery of divine power. If it was me, I would
forcefully occupy this place. “
As for arresting the three major sects, needless to say, it is natural to dominate the
arena.” At the

end, Yue Feng said with a solemn expression: “So, we must stop him no matter what,
and now the most important thing is to be the first. Time to save the people from the
three major sects.”
Well…
hearing this, Liu Ruxue nodded, and then said: “I can help you save the three major
sects, but there are twists and turns, you have to help me explain. .”
After all, as Ren Pingsheng, Prince Aotian captured the people of the three major sects,
which would surely lead to the hatred of the three major sects towards Lihuo Sect. Liu
Ruxue knew very well that it would be difficult for him to be alone and open his mouth.
Explain clearly.
Therefore, this matter still needs Yue Feng’s help.
“It’s natural.”
Yue Feng showed a smile and nodded: “The relationship between the two of us is like
this, I will definitely explain it to you.” After speaking, he looked at Liu Ruxue with a
smile.
I have to say, this Liu Ruxue really exists like a goddess.
Although I had a deeper relationship with her in the Immortal Destruction Formation
before, it is a pity that I was under the strong pressure of the formation, and I couldn’t
feel it at that time.
Huh…
Feeling Yue Feng’s sly gaze, Liu Ruxue’s delicate face instantly flushed red, and her
heart was also extremely embarrassed. She couldn’t help but shouted: “Yue Feng, don’t
give me a smile.”
“Don’t . I thought that you helped me just now, so the grievances between us will be
settled like this. After I avenge my senior brother, our accounts will be settled properly.”
As
she spoke, Liu Ruxue couldn’t hide the anger in her eyes.
“Okay, okay!”
Yue Feng shrugged his shoulders and said with a smile: “When the people who rescued
the three major sects have subdued Prince Aotian, you can do whatever you want to
me.”

After that, Yue Feng said Looking around, he pointed to the main hall not far away: “Go
there and see, we don’t have much time, Prince Aotian will probably bring someone
over soon.” The
voice fell, and Yue Feng walked towards the main hall first.
Liu Ruxue pursed her lips and was too lazy to pay attention to him, but she still followed
closely.
As a result, when I arrived in the main hall, I saw that it was empty and there was no
one there. You must know that in the mysterious realm of the sky, there are many
majestic halls. Because they have been abandoned for many years, they all seem very
calm.
Yue Feng was not discouraged, and continued to explore other surrounding halls with
Liu Ruxue.
call!
A few minutes later, Yue Feng and the two arrived in front of a large hall in the
northwest of the secret realm. The scene in front of them made them both very excited.
I saw that outside the entrance of the main hall, there were dozens of elite disciples
from Lihuomen.
These disciples, each holding a long knife, stood upright, and each of them was not
weak.
Haha, finally found it.
Seeing these elite disciples, Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue looked at each other and were
very excited to each other.
In such a remote place, so many disciples are arranged to guard, obviously, the people
of the three major sects are detained in this hall.
Excited, Liu Ruxue and Yue Feng walked over without hesitation.
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“Saint Aunt.”
At this moment, seeing Liu Ruxue and Yue Feng appear, these elite disciples guarding
the door were all shocked, and then they all saluted Liu Ruxue, one by one respectfully
Incomparable.

Two hours ago, after Prince Aotian captured the people of the three major sects, he
ordered these elite disciples to guard the place, and warned them that they must not
leave without permission unless they were ordered by the sect master.
Therefore, these disciples have been sticking to the door of the main hall, never leaving
half a step.
It is precisely because of this that these disciples did not know that Liu Ruxue already
knew the truth and turned against Prince Aotian.
Swish!
While bowing to Liu Ruxue, the eyes of dozens of elite disciples all turned to Yue Feng.
Yue Feng? How did he get with the saint?
At the same time, these disciples also noticed that the Yue Feng in front of him did not
have the slightest fluctuation of power, just like an ordinary person.
Um!
At this moment, Liu Ruxue nodded, then glanced at Yue Feng, and explained to
everyone: “Don’t panic, this Yue Feng has already been controlled by me, and I will be
detained with the people from the three major sects later. .”
Hearing this, the disciples nodded without any doubts.
Liu Ruxue didn’t say more, took Yue Feng and walked straight into the hall.
Hu…
Entering the hall, seeing the situation in front of me, both Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue were
stunned.
I saw that the Palace Master of Chunyang Palace, the head of Tianhaimen, and other
masters were all tied to the pillars in the main hall. They all seemed to be in low spirits,
and several of them were seriously injured and had passed out of a coma.
Yue Feng?
At this time, seeing the two of Yue Feng, everyone in the hall was stunned.
Especially the palace lord, with a beautiful face, could not hide his surprise, but seeing
Liu Ruxue beside Yue Feng, his heart sank: “Yue Feng, you…you were also arrested?

” In her heart, Liu Ruxue was the saint of the Lihuo Sect, with strong strength, and it
was normal for Yue Feng to be caught by her.
Yue Feng showed a smile, shook his head and said, “Don’t worry, Palace Master, I
didn’t get caught, but came to rescue you with Liu Ruxue.”
What?
Hearing this, both the Palace Master and the others around were stunned.
Liu Ruxue is the saint of Lihuomen, will she be kind enough to save people together
with Yue Feng?
Seeing everyone’s puzzled expressions, Liu Ruxue bit her lip lightly and said slowly,
“Yue Feng is right, I did come with him for you.” As
soon as he finished speaking, Li Qinghai, the chief elder of Tianhaimen, endured it. He
couldn’t help sneering: “Hehe, Liu Ruxue, don’t pretend, you Lihuo Sect occupied the
mysterious realm of the sky, tried to annex our three major sects, and killed so many of
our disciples, and now you come to save us, thinking that we will Letter?”
At the same time, many experts from the three major sects also agreed.
“Yes, do you think we are three-year-old children?”
“Just say what you want, don’t use such conspiracy and tricks.”
“I think, is Lihuomen secretly colluding with Chunyang Palace? What about acting in
front of you?” During the
discussion, someone brought the topic to Yue Feng, and a stone suddenly stirred up a
thousand waves, and the people from Beihai Xingsu and Tianhaimen all glared at Yue
Feng, and began to criticize him.
“Yue Feng, what is your purpose in collaborating with Lihuomen?”
“You said it was just us, there must be a bigger conspiracy secretly.”
“Yes, don’t believe him.”
Facing the anger of everyone, Yue Feng was speechless, and a burst of anger erupted
in his heart.
Nima, I am here to save you with kindness, but if you are not grateful, you still make me
say so despicable.

“Everyone calm down.” At this moment, the palace master looked around and said
softly, “I know very well the person of Pavilion Master Yue, and he will definitely not
collude
with Lihuomen. Please believe him.”
The Palace Master of Chunyang Palace, she unconditionally believes in Yue Feng.
However, when the voice fell, the people from Tianhaimen and Beihai Xingsu all
sneered.
Huh…
At this moment, Liu Ruxue took a step forward and said to everyone: “Everyone, you
have misunderstood Yue Feng, things are not what you think.”
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Speaking, Liu Ruxue explained the situation roughly.
At the end of the story, Liu Ruxue first glanced outside the door and continued: “That
Prince Aotian, after he took away his senior brother, he used sinister means to control
me, so the things he did these days were all It wasn’t my original intention.”
“If there was anything disrespectful to you before, please forgive me.”
This…
Hearing these words, everyone was stunned, and looked at Liu Ruxue with complicated
eyes. Shocked inside.
Ren Pingsheng was taken away?
Although the matter of taking the house has been circulating in the rivers and lakes, no
one has ever seen it. Is this true, or is it a lie made up by Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue?
“Haha…” In the
next second, Li Qinghai sneered, first looking at Liu Ruxue, then at Yue Feng, and
disdainfully said: “Okay, don’t pretend any more, all the robbing is nothing. Lies.”
In his heart, the three major sects were defeated by Lihuomen, and then they were
locked here one by one. It was a shame, and the anger was difficult to calm down. At
this time, Yue Feng and Liu Ruxue appeared together, and what else did they say?
Take the house… Naturally, I won’t believe it.

As soon as the voice fell, Beihai Constellation and other people in Tianhaimen also
nodded.
“I don’t believe it either…”
“That’s right, the more you say it, the more outrageous it is.”
Seeing their attitude, Yue Feng was completely angry.
Nima.. Kindness is treated as a donkey’s liver and lungs, believe it or not.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said coldly: “Since you don’t believe it, then continue to
stay here.” After speaking, he strode towards the Palace Master and untied the rope on
her body.
Later, Yue Feng released the other arrested people in Chunyang Palace.
Liu Ruxue walked out of the hall and quickly shot, knocking out the elite disciples of the
Lihuo Sect one by one.
Bang bang bang…
I heard a burst of force, and dozens of Lihuo Sect elite disciples outside were unable to
react to Liu Ruxue’s sudden attack, and they all collapsed to the ground.
This….
Seeing the situation in front of him, Li Qinghai and the people from the two major sects
were all stunned, and their faces became complicated.
Liu Ruxue even knocked out the disciples under his own sect, it didn’t look like it was
fake.
Could it be… that what they just said was true? Ren Pingsheng was really taken away?
At this time, Yue Feng said to the palace master and others, “Let’s go quickly.” Although
Prince Aotian was severely injured, with his cunning personality, he would definitely
send someone to check.
Therefore, before Prince Aotian brings people over, everyone has to leave quickly.
Um!
The palace lord nodded, but was still a little worried, looked at Yue Feng and said,
“Aren’t you going with us?”

Yue Feng smiled bitterly and explained: “The one who seized Ren Pingsheng is the
prince of the royal family of the Divine Realm. Tricky and cunning, Liu Ruxue alone is no
match at all, I want to stay and help her.” “After you leave, go back to Chunyang Palace
to heal your wounds, do n’t
worry about me for the time being.”
After hesitating again, he took everyone from Chunyang Palace and left quickly.
For a while, in the main hall, only Yue Feng, Liu Ruxue, and the people from Beihai
Xingsu and Tianhaimen were left.
call…
Seeing the Palace Master and others walking away, Liu Ruxue breathed a sigh of relief,
and said to Yue Feng, “The people of Tianhaimen and Beihai Xingsu are not saved?”
Yue Feng smiled and said loudly on purpose, “Let’s meet together. Fans are kind, but
they are regarded as malicious, what else can we save? Let’s go, let’s protect
ourselves.”
With that, Yue Feng took Liu Ruxue’s hand and was about to leave.
“Wait!”
Just every two steps, I heard Li Qinghai yelling behind him, his tone full of urgency.
Yue Feng stopped, looked back, and saw Li Qinghai blushing, very anxious, and smiled:
“Is there anything else to do with Elder Li?”
Uh…
Li Qinghai squeezed out a smile to please. Said : “Yue Feng, Pavilion Master Yue, just
now I was too impulsive, thoughtless, misunderstood you, you are a lot of adults, don’t
care about me.”
Li Qinghai said with a bit of pleading in his eyes: “Now The situation is urgent, and
please ask Pavilion Master Yue to show kindness and help us.”

